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Abstract
Stein Jr., W.E., 1987. Phylogenetic analysis and fossil plants. Rev. Palaeobot. Palynol., 50:31 61.
This paper presents a perspective on the relationship between cladistic methods and the study of fossil plants.
Paleobotany has been slow in evaluating the potential of these and other explicit methods compared to other branches
of systematics. However, the unique or particularly difficult problems paleobotanists face make more interesting,
r a t h e r t h a n prohibit, t h e i r application. A model of a cladistic approach to phylogenetic analysis is introduced in order
to evaluate what role fossils, including fossil plants, should play in phylogenetic analysis. Major elements of the
model include sets of hypotheses about useful systematic comparison, phylogenetic relationship, evolutionary pattern
and process, and age, linked by recursive directional arguments. Arguments at one level only, those linking
characters with the cladogram, are viewed as being strictly deductive. Character hypotheses at the highest level are
distinguished by the term '¢cladistic character". When cladistic characters are compatible, estimates of phylogeny
suggested by each may be readily combined into a summary result. However, character conflict is common and
represents a major challenge to the ultimate success of cladistic methods. The main advantage of cladistic characters
lies in the attempt to separate out portions of complex phylogenetic hypotheses for independent scrutiny and debate.
Under the model of phylogenetic analysis presented here, it is argued t h a t fossils provide morphological information,
not obtainable by other means of inquiry, which may have a profound effect on our view of characters and
relationship. Fossils also provide estimates of age useful in two distinct ways. The first involves using age estimates of
states, combined with external criteria such as out-group analysis, in providing defensible proximity and polarity
proposals for cladistic characters. The second involves using age estimates of entire taxa to judge historical
plausibility of a set of phylogenetic hypotheses generated from a cladogram. Incompatible characters may also be
analyzed in this way, allowing evaluation of the plausibility of alternative character formulations. The use of fossils
in phylogenetic analysis tends to emphasize the necessity of coming to terms explicitly with the ancestor-descendant
relationship in cladistic methods. It is proposed that, when properly formulated, the relationship is similar in
structure to other phylogenetic hypotheses and at least partly addressed by the hypothetico-deductive format.

Introduction
My assignment in this symposium is to
interpret the continuing debate about phylogenetic methods, especially cladistic methods,
and to provide a perspective on how they relate
to paleobotany. This, in itself, is a tall order.
However, there is a larger and fundamentally
more interesting question: just what role
(within cladistic or other methods) should
fossil evidence of any kind be allowed to play in
0034-6667/87/$03.50

the analysis of pattern and process in evolutionary systematics? This larger question invites us, as paleobotanists or systematic botanists, to adopt a comparative outlook toward
the many sub-disciplines of systematics. In
addition, it forces us to consider the philosophical basis of what we, and others, are trying to
accomplish. Most of what follows will be
addressed to phylogenetic aspects of this larger
question. I will begin, however, by considering
a portion of the more restricted problem.
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New methods in paleobotany

What effect have new phenetic and/or cladistic methods of systematics (see Felsenstein,
1982 for a general survey of different kinds),
derived entirely from outside paleobotany in
the past twenty or so years, had on our field?
Certainly by now, one can point to their
application in several contexts (Crane and
Manchester, 1982; Doyle et al., 1982; Hill and
Crane, 1982; Niklas and Gensel, 1982; Stein et
al., 1984; Wing and Hickey, 1984; Crane, 1985;
Doyle and Donoghue, 1986a). However, I would
argue that their effect on the field overall has
been minimal. Only a little theoretical discussion has been generated on the appropriateness of the applications (see above, and Smoot
et al., 1981; Crane, 1984; DiMichele, 1985;
Rothwell, 1985; Doyle and Donoghue, 1986b),
and even this seems somewhat tentative compared to similar discussions in other fields of
systematics. Most of paleobotany continues as
if the new methods contain little of relevance,
and this is despite the fact that some of the new
methods (particularly cladistics) are claimed to
provide significantly greater precision toward
one of the major goals of paleobotanical
inquiry - - the determination of phylogenetically based, systematic relationship. Why has
paleobotany been so reluctant to address,
theoretically evaluate, and either employ or
reject, these methods?
One reason, no doubt, stems from the unreasonable positions taken at times by both
phenetic and cladistic methodologists on several issues, not the least of which is the
supposed "unknowability" of past evolutionary patterns or events. Paleobotanists, accustomed to working with evidence of the past, are
generally convinced of the evolutionary significance of the patterns they observe, and they
are not likely to be dissuaded from this point of
view by sweeping methodological statements.
This is especially true in circumstances where
the methodologists seem to display little firsthand knowledge of the data they propose to
dismiss. These concerns, for the most part, are
sociological as opposed to scientific, and by no

means limited to paleobotany. It appears,
however, that there are additional and, perhaps, more fundamental reasons for the skepticism felt by many paleobotanists. I will distinguish two concerns below by the convenient
terms "The Paleobotanical Reason", and "The
Botanical Reason". To some extent, I may
overstate these propositions. Arguments along
these lines are often heard, however, and it is
my intent to suggest that they demand careful
examination before being accepted as true
limitations.
The paleobotanical reason
The problems of paleobotany are more difficult than are related problems in other fields,
including those which have given rise to the
new methods. Paleobotanical evidence is fragmentary and, because the overall habit of
plants is very difficult to predict from isolated
parts, paleobotanists are not very advanced in
the development of reliable concepts of homology, or biologically interpretable "whole"
taxa. Application of new-phenetic or cladistic
techniques, designed for study groups of
"whole" organisms, may therefore imply a
greater degree of precision than is warranted
by the data, and is judged to be premature.
The botanical reason
Methods for analyzing systematic relationships derived from organisms other than
plants, especially those suggested to us by our
zoological colleagues studying higher vertebrates, often contain a parochial approach to
underlying process assumptions. Because
these assumptions often fail to treat certain
aspects of plant development, genetics, population structure, or reproductive behavior in a
realistic manner, the justification for applying
these methods to plants, either living or
extinct, is tenuous at best.
I have little doubt that both of these
concerns are legitimate problems requiring
serious consideration in the application of the
new methods to paleobotany. Extinct plants
are, indeed, some of the most difficult organisms to reconstruct. Paleobotanists must envy
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the vertebrate paleontologist, for example,
when he regularly succeeds in drawing a larger
range of biologically significant conclusions
from equally disarticulated specimens. The
latter's success is due primarily to a more
clearly defined system of organs in his taxa,
but in some cases he is also assisted by the
strong sense t h a t one organ (for instance, the
dentition in mammals; Gingerich, 1974) can
stand by itself, when necessary, in supporting
biological concepts of '~whole" taxa. By contrast, the study of extinct plants almost always
requires more direct evidence of the different
fossil parts in organic connection before reliable biological concepts begin to emerge.
Thus, to a degree rarely observed elsewhere,
considerable excitement is generated in paleobotany when isolated organs are linked, and
heated debates ensue about whether particular
reconstructions are, in fact, well-founded.
Despite these problems, however, progress in
paleobotany has been, and continues to be
made, and we should look forward to using this
hard-won information in novel ways. Taxa
from a wide range of major groups are well
known, some perhaps as well or better than
most living plants, and much might be gained
by analyzing even the less completely known
taxa with more precise methods. The cladistic
methods presented here, for instance, do not
presuppose that we know everything there is to
know about any living or fossil plant, only that
we attempt to view what evidence we have in
biological terms. In doing so, we must always
bear in mind the degree of confidence attained
in the reconstruction of any particular taxon.
In fact, the tension produced between precise
arguments of phylogenetic relationship, and
our estimates of confidence in individual taxa,
helps us to see more clearly the logical consequences of many opinions we already hold.
This can only be viewed as an advance in
understanding.
Concerning the issue of underlying process
in plants, there is little doubt that certain
aspects of the biology of plants (indeterminate
growth, polyploidy, hybridization, etc.) present
particularly difficult problems largely un-

addressed by zoologically derived models of
biological processes. However, an accusation
of parochialism cuts both ways. If the biological assumptions inherent in certain zoological
methods are, in fact, incorrect or too simplistic
for use in evolutionary botany, then it is part
of the botanist's responsibility to point this out
to the larger community of systematists, and to
suggest modifications in the methods that,
perhaps, will work for all organisms. Recent
discussions of cladistic approaches to a possible reticulate geometry for phylogenetic
patterns (as a result of hybridization), for
instance (Humphries, 1983; Nelson, 1983; Wagner, 1983; Wanntorp, 1983), is a good example
of what can be accomplished. If we fail to
become involved in discussions of this sort,
however, then everyone loses, but none more
than ourselves.
What follows here is an attempt to join the
discussion about phylogenetic methods from a
paleobotanist's perspective. It consists of two
parts. The first is a descriptive anatomy of
phylogenetic analysis itself, argued from a
cladistic perspective (see, for instance, Hennig,
1966; Wiley, 1981; and references cited below),
emphasizing what I believe to be the dynamic
and historical properties of the science. I
maintain that this view is independent of the
source of the empirical evidence, whether
living or fossil, plant or otherwise. In the
second part, I develop a general case for the
unique and indispensable role that fossils play
in phylogenetic analysis, drawing examples
from paleobotany. In addition, I comment on
problems involving fossils in general, or plant
fossils in particular, that are often viewed as
being especially troublesome. Because many of
the issues discussed here are quite complex,
what follows should not be interpreted as a
new dogma, but rather, it is intended as a
• timulus for further discussion.
P h y l o g e n e t i c a n a l y s i s as a d y n a m i c
process

Emphasis will be placed here on a model
treating phylogenetic analysis as a dynamic
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historical process in its own right. This runs
counter to more static notions, including the
surprisingly common view, that in paleontological work it is necessary only to wait for the
accumulation of new specimens before reasonably definitive statements about phylogenetic
relationships may be derived. The latter approach seriously underestimates the important
role hypotheses play in relation to an established framework of known "facts" and implies
a stability to that framework which is clearly
untenable. On the other hand, the so-called
"irrationalist" perspective (Popper, 1970;
Stove, 1982 referring specifically to Kuhn,
1970, and Feyerabend, 1975), asserting complete dependence of observation on theory, and
the ~Sncommensurability" of major theoretical
systems, is equally static and, in my opinion at
least, inappropriate. In phylogenetic analysis,
as in most sciences, much of what we do might
be termed "successive approximation" (Hull,
1967), but in the process of approximating, we
are not trapped within the confines of our prior
understanding. Instead, we break new ground.

The model
The major features of the model are presented in flowchart form in Fig.1. Each box
represents a set of hypotheses (or even a more
or less unified " t h e o r y " in some cases) with
characteristics described, to some extent, below. Transitions between boxes represent the
relationships between sets of hypotheses, often
in the form of deductive or inductive arguments (see below), or a combination of the two.
Directions of arrows suggests the major directions of arguments, that is, which set of
hypotheses usually contain the premises, and
which others the valid conclusions of arguments linking them. The several sets of hypotheses, indicated by the different boxes, are
not necessarily equivalent in either level of
generality or importance. In fact, generality
and complexity appear to increase as one
proceeds in any analysis. In most, if not all,
cases it is relatively easy to conceive of valid
reasons for replacing a single box in Fig.l, with
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Fig.1. A model of phylogenetic analysis as a dynamic,
historical, and recursive process. Boxes labelled A F
represent sets of hypotheses. Arrows represent arguments
linking sets of hypotheses. See text for further details.
several boxes (and intervening arrows) designed to represent certain aspects of phylogenetic analysis in more detail. Thus, what is
presented here is only a summary of what,
beyond doubt, is a very complex process
involving hypotheses and arguments at several
levels (Eldredge, 1979; Fisher, 1981).

Theories of evolutionary pattern and process (A)
By this, I mean previous hypotheses of
phylogenetic relationship plus any associated
theories of evolutionary process or mechanism
which might have an impact on further phylogenetic observations or arguments. This box
represents, in part, not only the "phylogenetic
scenario" of Eldredge (1979), but also the sum
total of ~'prior assessments" or "weight of
tradition" that we always bring explicitly or
implicitly into any "new" phylogenetic analysis.
"Observation" of particulars (B)
This and the next two boxes emphasize the
complex and very important role characters
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play in phylogenetic analysis. At least three
levels of hypothesis-making are involved. At
the most basic level indicated here, the hypothetical nature of "observation", itself, is
emphasized. This view acknowledges a partial
theory dependence for ~new" observations
(Hull, 1980; Fisher, 1981), as well as a leveldependence in the concepts of pattern and
process as we use them in phylogenetic analysis (Fisher, 1982).

Interpretations of similarity and difference (C)
Most estimates of phylogenetic relationship
are based on assessments of shared similarity
(i.e., fundamentally '~the same", or '~homologous" features) and, within that, observed
differences in these same features. Most systematists are well aware of the practical difficulties involved in making these assessments and,
I believe, the hypothetical nature of the
~conclusions" we draw at this level.

Cladistic characters (D)
Hypotheses at this level, described in more
detail below, involve a collection of specific
statements about homology, some (but not all)
similarities and differences, and relationship,
based on ~unitary" features of morphology
observed in a study group.

as possible (e.g., '~parsimony", Sober, 1983; and
below). The concept of the cladogram and its
construction presented here contrasts sharply
with the more common view (e.g., Eldredge,
1979) t h a t a cladogram should be considered a
more limited hypothesis of systematic relationship unable to distinguish sister groups from
hypotheses of ancestry and descent. It also
differs from the view of Beatty and Fink (1979)
and Fisher (1981) who suggest that in addition
to being limited as Eldredge suggests, a
cladogram is a hypothesis independent of
character evidence, judged to be consistent
with the characters only to a greater or lesser
extent.

Phylogenetic hypothesis (F)
This box represents a set of hypotheses
generally at the same level, but usually in a
more specific sense, than those termed ~phylogenetic tree" by Eldredge (1979). This set
contains not only hypotheses derived ultimately from the cladistic characters (including
hypotheses of ancestry and descent), but also,
estimates of age and any other form of evidence
which may further define the topology of a tree
or allow for interpretation of a phylogenetic
pattern in a specific historical context.
Recursion

Cladogram (E)
In this model, the cladogram is a limited
hypothesis of character evolution and phylogenetic relationship for taxa in a study group.
It is approximately equivalent to the "phylogenetic tree" level of Eldredge (1979), but may
be somewhat less explicit regarding the historical context of taxa (see below). The cladogram
is constructed by combining two or more
cladistic characters using a well-defined argument of combination which preserves their
original meaning. I suggest below t h a t the
combining of characters is best viewed as an
entirely deductive process based on the characters alone. In most cladistic studies, however,
accessory criteria are also employed, usually
motivated by the general goal of keeping
explanations of conflicting evidence as simple

Perhaps the most important point to make
about the model in Fig.1 is its overall recursive
structure. By this, I mean that concepts in the
field evolve through time in ways t h a t are
analogous to what in mathematics and computer science are termed recursive definitions
or recursive functions (see Rogers, 1967; Yasuhara, 1971; Cutland, 1980; P~ter, 1981;
McNaughton, 1982, for technical definitions
and some important distinctions between concepts; for an example of recursion applied to
scientific inference, see Platt, 1964). The critical
idea I wish to focus on here is the ability of a
recursion to define particular steps in a process
in terms of prior versions of themselves.
A familiar example of a recursion is the
method used to generate the Fibonacci and
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related series of positive integers (Fig.2). Given
prior definition of the values of the first two
elements in the series (X1 and )(2), the value of
the next member of the series (X3) is simply
determined by adding the preceding two.
Values of additional elements (X,) are obtained
in sequence by incrementing n, and adding
previously determined values X,_I and X, 2.
Note that there are two essential elements in
this process: (1) the initial conditions (initial
values for n, X1, and X2), and (2) a repetitive
building function whose range, in this case, is
infinite. In many instances, complex recursive
functions, expressed in words, are mistaken for
circular reasoning, either in the sense of
begging the question (petitio principii), or
being a form of circularity involving infinite
regress (Hofstadter, 1980). However, it is important to realize the essential difference.
Recursive functions are always based on the
initial conditions (the so-called "initial step"
of Burks, 1977) from which the values of all
elements are ultimately derived. In addition,
recursive functions, even if infinite, "progress"
in the sense that they succeed in serially
determining new values of a function in
contrast with the "regress" of circular reasonn-
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Fig.2. An example of recursion in generating the Fibonacci
series of positive integers. A. List of the first few elements
of the series, where n represents the ordinal place for each
element in the series, and X represents the value of each
element at place n. B. Simple flowchart for recursive
generation of the series for n > 2.

ing where the activity vanishes, task with task,
producing no result at all.
In proposing a recursive structure for phylogenetic analysis, I think we can go a long way
toward developing a satisfactory explanation
for the important role prior assessments play
in the science. This explanation is viable not
only within single phylogenetic analyses, but
also for how the science as a whole has
progressed at least since the introduction of
evolutionary theory as a fundamental aspect of
the problem. With recursion, phylogeneticists
can successfully defend themselves against
what has been a common criticism (e.g., Sokal
and Sneath, 1963; Jensen, 1983), that use of
past phylogenetic assessments as part of the
process of making new ones is necessarily
circular (see Hull, 1967). Also, with recursion,
phylogeneticists need not satisfy the requirement (Nelson and Platnick, 1981; Brady, 1985)
that arguments of pattern and process must
necessarily be separate in some absolute way
(see Fisher, 1982). Specific arguments about
relationships often contain process assumptions (Hull, 1980; Beatty, 1982; Sober, 1983),
and even embedded prior assessments of relationship, as for example, in "outgroup analysis"
(e.g., Watrous and Wheeler, 1981; Donoghue and
Cantino, 1984; Maddison et al., 1984). In complex
circumstances like these, some arguments may
very well be circular, but not all of them are
necessarily so. Thus, within single analyses it
becomes essential that one examine for circularity as many arguments as possible, case by case.
In a process as complex and multifaceted as
phylogenetic analysis, recursion inevitably occurs not just once overall, but at several places
and different levels in analysis. "Initial steps"
occur wherever empirical evidence (however
defined), or additional limiting assumptions, are
allowed to enter into our assessments. Within
the scheme of Fig.l, recursions are almost
certainly a major component of most transitions, especially those which may be at least
partly "inductive" in mode (see below). This
complex arrangement, involving multiple input
(and even modification of previous initial conditions), is compelling because it accurately
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describes the science. Rather than being strictly
mechanistic as is, for example, the simple
recursion of the Fibonacci series, complex
recursions in phylogenetic analysis, involving a
wide range of pattern and process hypotheses,
seem to allow a degree of unpredictability,
growth and, hopefully to some extent, selfcorrection (Hofstadter, 1980; Poundstone, 1985).
The next section addresses another aspect of
what the arrows between the boxes in Fig.1
might be supposed to mean.
Deduction versus induction

Much has been written over the past decade
about the preferred logical form of systematic
inference (including both phylogenetic analysis and classification), related to similar questions in the philosophy of science, especially
the relative merits of "deductive" versus "inductive" modes of argument (see, for instance,
Bock, 1974; Harper, 1976, 1979; Kitts, 1977;
Harper and Platnick, 1978; Nelson, 1978;
Platnick and Gaffney, 1978a, b; Gaffney, 1979;
Gingerich, 1979; Cartmill, 1981; Beatty, 1982;
Brady, 1983, 1985; Farris, 1983; Hull, 1983;
Sober, 1983). Deduction may be defined as the
mode of argument where the conclusion follows
directly from the premise by the rules of formal
logic. It is important to note that the process
termed "mathematical induction" (e.g., Jeffrey,
1981, p.52) falls within this definition. Induction,
on the other hand, may be viewed as the case
where the conclusion is related to, but not
directly entailed, or determined, by the premise
(Salmon, 1967; Kyburg, 1970; Copi, 1978).
The distinction between these two modes of
argument, and the related distinction between
"analytic" and "synthetic" statements respectively (Kant, 1787, p.48), is a basic and longstanding theme in the philosophy of knowledge
and science (Kolenda, 1974; Suppe, 1977; Gould,
1985). Since Hume (1748), much debate has
centered on the so-called "problem of induction" (Von Wright, 1957; Salmon, 1967; Popper,
1968), that is, determining whether or not
induction is defensible as a means of gaining
knowledge about the real world. As one might
expect (given, for instance, that the meaning of

every word in the previous sentence must be
agreed upon first), arguments both pro and con
are complex, and it would go beyond the scope
of this paper (and competence of the author) to
summarize even the major viewpoints here. It
will suffice to note that some philosophers
maintain that a reasonable defense of inductive
arguments can be made a posteriori (dependent
on confirmation by evidence) by resorting to an
argument of probability (Kyburg, 1970; Burks,
1977). Others, notably Popper, reject the probability argument (1968, p.254) and, while not
denying the existence of synthesis, nevertheless
view induction as indefensible (part of the
"psychology" as opposed to the "logic" of
science, 1968, pp.30-32).
In phylogenetic analysis, the followers of
Popper or other "falsificationists" (e.g., Lakatos, 1978), and others who, with varying
explicitness, encourage use of the so-called
"hypothetico-deductive method" (Braithwaite,
1955; Platt, 1964; Salmon, 1967; Gaffney, 1979)
have, naturally enough, emphasized deductive
arguments in attempts to provide a more
"rigorous" or "logical" approach to the science.
In my opinion, these attempts have had a
beneficial effect for two major reasons. First,
the "creative" or "conjectural" aspects of
hypothesis formation have been given clear and
unequivocal acknowledgement, freeing us from
the constraint of having to propose theories
that are somehow "definitively", even if inductively, derived. In fact, the falsificationists
encourage daring in hypothesis-making, the
goal being to come up with "improbable" or
"bold" explanations of our observations which,
in some sense, might be more easily overturned
by critical tests. Second, emphasis has been
placed on the importance of spelling out clearly,
and in advance, at least some of the logical
(deductive) consequences of the theories we
propose. This process is necessary not only to
specify the "basic statements" required for
testing (Popper, 1968), but also to assist us in
identifying potential logical problems in theories (tautologies or logical conflict) that may
be legitimately criticized, but are unrelated to
empirical evidence.
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Although the "hypothetico-deductive method"
with its emphasis on deduction has much to offer
phylogenetic analysis, it has become increasingly clear, for both philosophical and practical
reasons, that the Popperian approach should not
be carried too far (Kitts, 1977; Hull, 1983). For
one thing (Salmon, 1967; Cartmill, 1981), it
appears in reality that evaluation of phylogenetic hypotheses is not the strictly deductive
modus tollens exercise it was once conceived to
be. Although single instances of "falsification"
(failure to observe a predicted outcome) may
overturn extremely simple hypotheses in some
cases, this rarely, if ever, happens for more
complex hypotheses. Several philosophers of
science have commented on the problem of
theory choice in a wide variety of contexts
(Kuhn, 1970; Lakatos and Musgrave, 1970;
Schaffner, 1970; Laudan, 1977), but just how
decisions should be made to "logically" accept or
reject most hypotheses within the "hypotheticodeductive method" remains an open question.
A related problem is the failure of the
Popperian scheme to actually live up to its
credo: the elimination of all inductive arguments from the "logic" of science (Salmon,
1967; Newton-Smith, 1981). The fact that a
potentially infinite number of hypotheses
might be generated to cover a given set of
observations, presents one challenge. How do
we choose only the "reasonably good" ones to
test? Even a cursory look at hypothesis generation in the actual practice of science shows far
from a systematic search for, or an exhaustive
set of, meaningful alternatives. Out of necessity, hypotheses are usually, if not always,
developed associated with an implicit, or commonly, very explicit inductive rationale. This
appears to be the only way to accomplishing
any but the most trivial of scientific tasks.
As a practical matter, one lesson I draw from
all of this is that although we should continue
to reach beyond the evidence, and even logic,
in seeking "bold" hypotheses for evaluation
and testing, nevertheless, there is a limit
(perhaps a probabilistic limit) on how far it is
legitimate to go. This limit is probably closely
related to our general goal of keeping explana-

tion in science as simple as possible (Sober,
1975, 1983). At least in the historical sciences,
there seems to be a key relationship between
the development of a "good" new theory, and
what we may view as a central "core" of
evidence supporting it (e.g., Lakatos, 1978).
New theories are judged not only on potential
testability, but also by whether or not, in view
of our goal to simplify whenever possible, it
seems at all necessary to single out particular
evidence for special explanation. Such considerations are not easily entertained within a
strict "hypothetico-deductive method".
In the model of phylogenetic analysis presented in Fig.l, I suggest that both deduction
and induction probably play important roles.
Since many of the transitions indicated by
arrows in Fig.1 (B-~C, F ~ A , and even A--*B)
indicate arguments that seem to build ever
more complex and unpredictable sets of hypotheses, it seems reasonable to view them as
being at least partly inductive. One transition,
however, that between the cladistic characters
and the cladogram (Fig.l, D--,E), I argue, is
best considered a strictly deductive argument.
In the view developed in this paper, cladistic
characters are full-fledged, though somewhat
limited, phylogenetic estimates in their own
right (see below). The cladogram is an attempt
to combine the individual estimates into a
single rational view. Thus, a statement linking
cladistic characters to the cladogram is viewed
as strictly analytic: the conclusion (cladogram)
is entailed by the particular set of premises
(cladistic characters) employed.

Characters as hypotheses
Fundamental to the phylogenetic model of
Fig.1 is the assertion that characters in phylogenetic analysis are hypotheses and estimates of
phylogenetic relationship [limited "phylogenetic trees" (e.g., Eldredge, 1979)] as opposed to
collections of observations, or "data", per se.
From the cladistic perspective presented here,
characters are formal, explicit, and highly
structured. Following terminology suggested
by Estabrook (1978), I distinguish a coherent set
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of character hypotheses at the highest level by
the term "cladistic character" (see also, Meacham, 1980), and invite consideration here of its
structure.
First, and of great importance, each cladistic
character must be associated with an explicit
statement about the limits of the set of
organisms being evaluated. I call this set the
"study group" (Fig.3, A and B). Upon occasion,
I think, we tend to forget just how important a
formal statement of this kind actually is.
Examples abound in the literature where
proposed characters are ambiguous in this
regard and, as a result, we are left to wonder
whether particular evolutionary hypotheses
cover single groups, or whether they are
intended to be more general, possibly covering
all plant or animal taxa. Moreover, the problem is often compounded by imprecision in
whether the characters are intended to be
viewed as hypotheses of absolute " t r u t h " over
the proposed domain of taxa or whether they
are meant to be "statistical" statements, true
for members of the study group "often" or
"sometimes" but not always.
Second, each cladistic character should be
defined not only by the study group, but also by
some unitary, "fundamental" or "homologous"
aspect of morphology observed in members of
the study group. In so far as possible, each
character should be functionally and logically
independent of other characters. Due to the
fact that organisms are living functional units,
and t h a t characters are, in part, recursively
defined, independence in actuality is rarely, if
ever, achieved. However, we have at least some
control over the degree of dependence.
Within the defined membership and morphological limits of the cladistic character, again
following Estabrook (1983), it is useful to
conceive of additional structure to cladistic
characters. Three major structural elements
may be recognized within a well-ordered hierarchy of dependence.

State
The most independent concept is termed
"state". A state may be defined as a subgroup

of taxa in the study group based on the
observation that they share a specific and
clearly defined feature or condition. It is
hypothesized that the shared condition is
evidence of a proximate common ancestor for
the subgroup and, thus, as evidence of the
subgroup's monophyletic or paraphyletic
status [i.e., the state is "convex" (Estabrook,
1978)]. As in all cladistic methods, if one has
reason to believe that the hypothesis of a
proximate common ancestor is false for a
particular state (i.e., the state is polyphyletic),
then the state or character must be modified or
discarded. Useful cladistic characters usually
contain two or more alternative states which
exclusively subdivide the character (Fig.3, C).

Proximity
"Proximity" is the structural element of a
cladistic character describing a relationship
between the states. The relationship is undirected, but represents hypotheses of evolutionary change leading to the common ancestor of
each state within the study group. The concern
at this level is how, in fact, states should be
ordered, that is, which states share closer
relationships to others (Fig.3, D). It should be
clear that hypotheses of proximity depend on a
prior assessment of states.

Polarity
The third structural element of a cladistic
character, "polarity", is the proposed direction
of the transitions between all pairs of most
proximally related states (Fig.3, E). As such,
polarity is clearly dependent on prior assessments of both proximity and states, but that is
not all. Even within a particular arrangement
of proximity and states, some polarity assessments are not allowed in most, if not all,
cladistic methods (Fig.3, F). I interpret this as
one of the many places where we allow our
views of evolutionary pattern or process to
constrain the structure of cladistic characters
and, as a result, place a limit on the phylogenies
that might be derived from them.
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Fig.& Structural elements of a cladistic character. See text for details. A. Taxa, indicated by numerals 1-18, with overall
morphologies summarized by the two dimensions of the plane of the paper. B. Dashed box encloses a "study group" for the
cladistic character. C. Proposal of four "states" within the cladistic character (solid boxes), suggesting groupings: {1, 17}, {4,
11}, {3, 15}, and {2, 5, 13, 14}. D. Proposal of a "proximity" relationship linking the four states in C. E. Proposal o f " p o l a r i t y " for
the combined state and proximity relationship in D. F. Proposal of polarity for this cladistic character usually not encountered
in cladistic analysis. State {3, 15} is derived from apair of ancestral states: {1, 17} and {2, 5, 13, 14}. Hybrid or symbiotic origin
of a taxon are models t h a t might allow for a reasonable biological interpretation of this character structure.
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Use of cladistic characters
When cladistic characters are compatible,
that is, when they are able to support at least
one common phylogenetic hypothesis (Meacham, 1980), it is a simple matter to combine
them into a more detailed view of phylogenetic
relationship (Fig.4). If this were a world in
which few mistakes were made in the construction of cladistic characters, addition of this kind
would be all there is to at least the morphological aspects of phylogenetic analysis (e.g., Hennig, 1966). However, cladistic characters, especially those with enough complexity to be
interesting, often conflict, and how to proceed
under these circumstances is a major unresolved problem in cladistic methods, called
~Hennig's dilemma" by Felsenstein (1982).
Hennig, himself, advised that, when encountering such problems, we should go back and
restudy the characters (1966, p.121). By virtue
of being considered for phylogenetic analysis

in the first place, however, it may be argued
that cladistic characters already rank among
the best studied and, presumably, most error~
free available to us. The remaining mistakes,
therefore, may be extremely subtle. For instance, parallelisms or reversals in DNA nucleotide sequences translated into proteins with
exactly the same amino acid sequence, may be
very difficult to detect, and it is possible to
conceive of instances (such as parallel changes
in single DNA base pairs) where we may never
be able to locate and correct mistakes in our
characters no matter how much additional
study of morphology we undertake.
Another suggestion, also made by Hennig, is
that we should seek instead (or in addition)
other characters. This is motivated by the
belief (or inductive argument based on past
systematic experience) that a larger total
number of characters is likely to increase our
chances of deciding upon the ~true" (historically correct) phylogeny (Felsenstein, 1982).

4-

A

B

C
D

Fig.4. Combining three compatible cladistic characters (A, B, C) for taxa 1-6, into a cladogram (D). Boxes represent states of
the study group for each character. Each transition in the cladistic characters corresponds to one, and only one, transition in
the cladogram. Grouping {3, 4, 5, 6}, suggested by character A, combined with partitions of this set I3, 5} and {4, 6}, suggested by
characters B and C, necessitates proposal of an "empty" state in the cladogram.
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However, supplementing our "best" characters, o f t e n t h e r e s u l t of a l o n g t r a d i t i o n of
study, w i t h n e w ones u s u a l l y less well studied,
is u n l i k e l y to give us c o n f i d e n c e t h a t we are, in
fact, c o n v e r g i n g on t h e t r u t h . In addition,
s i m p l y c o l l e c t i n g c h a r a c t e r s does nothing a b o u t
r e s o l v i n g t h e conflict b e t w e e n c h a r a c t e r s t h a t
m o t i v a t e d the s e a r c h in t h e first place.
T h e r e a r e no e a s y w a y s o u t of H e n n i g ' s
dilemma. In m a n y fields of s y s t e m a t i c s , it is
possible to a c c u m u l a t e well-studied a n d useful
supplemental characters, but where evidence
is f r a g m e n t a r y (as in fossils) this m a y h a p p e n
o n l y at a slow rate. In the m e a n t i m e , we a r e
faced w i t h little a l t e r n a t i v e b u t to follow
H e n n i g ' s advice to r e s t u d y the c h a r a c t e r s , or

r e s o r t to m o r e c l e a r l y ad hoc m e a s u r e s (see
below).
One of the m a i n a d v a n t a g e s of s t r u c t u r i n g
m o r p h o l o g y into cladistic c h a r a c t e r s lies in the
a t t e m p t to follow H e n n i g ' s first suggestion.
M a k i n g e s t i m a t e s of states, p r o x i m i t y , a n d
p o l a r i t y for e a c h cladistic c h a r a c t e r force us to
s e p a r a t e out p o r t i o n s of a v e r y c o m p l e x
a s s e m b l a g e of h y p o t h e s e s on m o r p h o l o g y a n d
e v o l u t i o n for i n d e p e n d e n t s c r u t i n y and debate.
We m a y be able, as a result, to a t t a i n a level of
p r e c i s i o n in at least some a r e a s of o u r a n a l y s i s
t h a t is simply not possible overall. A l t h o u g h
we m a y l e a r n m u c h f r o m s t r u c t u r i n g cladistic
c h a r a c t e r s in isolation, as m u c h or m o r e is
g a i n e d by a c a r e f u l a n a l y s i s of t h e interaction

a1

A

a

a°

b1

B

b
1

6

3

7

4

8

b°

Fig.5. Examples of reduction of two cladistic characters (A and B) into 2-state structures (a and b) for the purpose of
analyzing compatibility. Asterisks indicate the transitions in A and B being considered. Derived states in the simplified
characters are labelled a' and b', corresponding primitive states a ° and b°.
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between proposed character structure and the
nature of the conflict itself. I shall develop this
idea a little further here.
Complex cladistic characters, in fact, conflict in several different ways. In order to
visualize the exact nature of the conflict, it is
convenient to employ a graphical device
(Figs.5 8) that allows for pairwise comparison
of individual transitions of one character with
similar transitions of another character (Estabrook et al., 1976; Meacham, 1980; Stein et al.,
1984). This is done by reducing each cladistic
character into a simple two-state structure,
ignoring all but one transition in each character (Fig.5). Pairwise comparison of these simplified characters allows one to categorize each
taxon in the study group (or intersection of
study groups if the cladistic characters differ
in this respect) in one of four possible ways
(Fig.6). If all possibilities are represented in the
study group [i.e., the graph forms a ~cycle"
(Stein et al., 1984)], then the characters conflict, and we know as a f a c t that at least one of
the simplified characters, as an estimate of
phylogeny at the level being evaluated, is in
e r r o r (Wilson, 1965; LeQuesne, 1969; Meacham,
1980). Similar comparisons between other tran-

sitions in the pair of cladistic characters yield
a complete picture of the overall pairwise
conflict (Fig.7). Using the ~'pairwise compatibility theorem" (Felsenstein, 1982), a l l conflict
in a set of cladistic characters is uniquely
specified in this manner.
As a means of evaluating cladistic characters, it is instructive to try to visualize the
pairwise conflict, observed as a combination of
individual cycles, in terms of what changes in
character structure might be sufficient to
resolve it (Stein et al., 1984; Fig.8). Since
characters are hypothetical constructs involving a complex arrangement of induction from
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Fig.6. Incompatibility b e t w e e n simplified cladistic characters in Fig.5 r e p r e s e n t e d in " c y c l e " form. Taxon 5 is found
in t h e derived state of both simplified c h a r a c t e r s (a', b');
taxa 3, 7, 8 are in the derived state of a but primitive state
of b (a', b °); t a x o n 2 is in t h e derived state of b but primitive
state of a (a °, b'); taxa 1, 4, 6 are in the primitive state for
both a and b(a", b °).

12
6

125
78

Fig.7. R e p r e s e n t a t i o n of the complete pairwise conflict
b e t w e e n cladistic c h a r a c t e r s A and B, in Fig.5. Five cycles,
r e p r e s e n t e d by r o m a n n u m e r a l s ~ V , are identified and
mapped onto the original cladistic characters. Cycle I I I
was identified in Fig.6.
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7
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make. An attempt at analysis along these lines
may be seen in Stein et al. (1984).
A d hoc measures

1

125
78

Fig.8. E x a m p l e r e s o l u t i o n s in two of t h e cycles identified in
Fig.7. A. R e s o l u t i o n of cycle I in w h i c h it is p r o p o s e d t h a t
t h e derived s t a t e for cladistic c h a r a c t e r b w a s a c h i e v e d in
parallel for t a x a 3, 5 a n d 7 on t h e o n e h a n d , a n d 2, 4 a n d 6
on t h e other. B. R e s o l u t i o n of cycle V in w h i c h it is
proposed t h a t t h e p r i m i t i v e s t a t e of c h a r a c t e r a for t a x o n 3
is t h e r e s u l t of reversal from a n a n c e s t o r w i t h a derived
s t a t e in a.

evidence, bold assertion, and prior assessment,
we almost always have some leeway in the
structure of a cladistic character, as phylogenetic estimate, we might be willing to accept.
We ought to be willing to investigate our
uncertainty in the characters by proposing,
and then evaluating the logical consequences
of, different reasonable formulations of the
structural elements. Given what we think we
know about the timing of critical evolutionary
events, or about the biological nature and
likelihood of change in certain features, or
plausibility of supporting evidence, for instance,
we might have reasons to reformulate proposals
of polarity, or polarity and proximity, or polarity
and proximity and states, in one or more
cladistic characters. It would then be interesting
to see how these changes affect our ability to
make a combined estimate of phylogeny. Although there is a danger of making circular
arguments in such an endeavor, I do not view the
whole process as being necessarily so. Indeed,
because cladistic characters are rarely equal
with regard to evidence, or the kind of arguments used to construct them, it is essential that
these different proposals be evaluated. We may
use whatever biological or methodological criterion we judge useful in our reformulations. In
order to be understood, however, we must be
purposeful and explicit in the modifications we

Let me comment briefly on what I view the
legitimate use of conflicting cladistic characters to be in the construction of summary
statements about relationship. I have suggested above that of all arguments made in
phylogenetic analysis (indicated by arrows in
Fig.l), those linking cladistic characters with
the cladogram should be considered the most
purely deductive in mode. Such a view necessarily implies the absolute logical priority of
cladistic characters over the cladogram. It is
inappropriate in any sense, therefore, to suggest (as I see often written) that a cladogram
"falsifies" or, to put it another way, "requires
modification" of the cladistic characters used
to construct it. This holds true even for those
characters that "by reason of parsimony" or
any other external consideration become incompatible with the final result. Conflict, when
it occurs, arises not between cladogram and
cladistic characters, but between the characters themselves as individual phylogenetic
estimates. When characters conflict, the idea
of using "simplicity of explanation" (measured
either as the largest, or in other ways most
important set of mutually consistent cladistic
characters, see Estabrook et al., 1977; Estabrook and Anderson, 1978; Meacham, 1980,
1984, or as a minimum number of transitions
between character states under some model of
permissible transitions, see Camin and Sokal,
1965; Kluge and Farris, 1969; Farris, 1970, 1977;
Farris et al., 1970), perhaps, has merit but only
in an oblique way. I have little doubt that a
very general concept of "parsimony" is applicable to the relationship between the logical
(deductive) analysis of characters and the
interpretation of empirical evidence (Beatty
and Fink, 1979; Farris, 1983; Sober, 1983).
However, it is a mistake to equate this concept
with any of the above measures, which are
clearly ad hoc. The measures may be useful,
perhaps, "at first approximation", or "when all
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else fails", but they can never substitute for
coming to terms explicitly with the reasons for
why, in terms of biological processes or available evidence, the cladistic characters actually
conflict.
T h e r o l e o f f o s s i l s in p h y l o g e n e t i c
analysis

Two extreme and opposite views have been
expressed, at times, about the significance of
paleontological evidence to the reconstruction
of phylogenetic patterns (see, for instance,
Patterson, 1981; Forey, 1982; Fortey and Jeffries, 1982). They may be summarized as follows:
Fossils will (eventually) tell all - - With the
collection and study of enough fossils, most, if
not all, problems we presently experience in
interpreting phylogeny will disappear. Since
paleontology is, in a very real sense, the only
direct evidence of the past, it should be
allowed, when it is able, to supplant other
forms of evidence (such as comparative morphology, development, or molecular data),
serving in the final analysis as the arbiter of all
disputes.
Fossils say nothing (or at least nothing
unique) - - The fossil record provides, at best,
only an expanded range of observable morphologies. Usually, however, this information is
incomplete and difficult to compare with much
better evidence provided by living specimens.
Evidence of age, although suggestive, is subject to error in ways for which we generally
cannot control. Thus, paleontological evidence
is essentially unreliable, and should be viewed
with suspicion in a "critical" analysis of
phylogeny.
With arguments like these, intended to
relate hypothesis to empirical evidence, it is
essential that we ask two questions. First, are
the arguments well-formed? That is, do the
premises provide at least reasonable grounds
for accepting the conclusions? Second, is the
asserted relationship between hypothesis and
evidence sufficient to encompass what is
known, or likely to become known, or is the
focus hopelessly narrow? The issues are corn-

plex, but neither of the above extreme positions survives critical appraisal. In the remainder of this paper, I take an intermediate route
- - that fossils have an indispensable, but not
authoritarian, role to play in phylogenetic
analysis. Fossils are a unique form of evidence
often underestimated by those unfamiliar with
it. On the other hand, as with any scientific
endeavor, there are practical limits, at least, to
what may be inferred from available evidence,
and paleontologists must be careful not to
overstate their case. In what follows, I suggest
multiple uses for fossil evidence, divided into
two general categories: '~evidence of morphology" and '~evidence of age". Following that, I
consider one of the consequences of viewing
phylogenetic patterns in biological terms emphasized, perhaps, by the use of fossils: the
necessity of treating explicitly the ancestordescendant relationship.
Evidence of morphology

First and foremost, fossils provide evidence
of actual (as opposed to only theoretically
possible) morphology simply not obtainable by
other means. A particularly good example of
the value of fossils may be found in a comparison of recent studies concerning phylogenetic
relationships among the major groups of seed
plants. The work by Hill and Crane (1982), for
example, applied an explicit cladistic approach
to the problem, strictly limited to the extant
major groups (Fig.9). Compared to a previous
study of similar form (Parenti, 1980) which
showed serious deficiencies (Smoot et al., 1981),
this work is valuable because it makes a wide
range of careful comparisons taking full adv a n t a g e of important recent contributions in
the comparative morphology of these groups.
However, despite its value, the true dimensions
of the problem only become apparent with the
addition of fossil evidence. Meyen (1984) and
Crane (1985), although differing fundamentally
in approach, emphatically agree on at least
this point (Figs.10 and 11). I cite two specific
examples below.
First, despite the vast array of different
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Fig.9. Summary view of relationships of major living groups of vascular plants based on a cladistic analysis using 51
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Note that this diagram attempts to summarize phytogeography and diversity in addition to phylogenetic relationships.
(Reprinted Meyen (1984); by permission of Botanical Review and The New York Botanical Garden).
living seed plants, the earliest members of this
group recognized to date, so-called "seed
ferns" belonging to the Paleozoic orders Calamopityales and Lyginopteridales (Taylor,
1981; Taylor and Millay, 1981), are simply not
like anything living today. This does not imply,
however, that reasonable evidence for shared
states is lacking between ancient and living
seed plants. Several features, including the
"seed" itself, allows us to suggest with confidence at least some relationships (Stewart,
1983; Crane, 1985; Doyle and Donoghue, 1986a).
Second, understanding even the range of
morphology observed in early seed plants

seems to do little to prepare us for the
morphology of their most probable ancestor(s),
one or more members of Devonian and Early
Carboniferous Progymnospermopsida (Bonamo, 1975; Beck, 1976). Members of this group
are considered likely candidates for ancestor
because they show unmistakable evidence for
shared states with both living and fossil seed
plants (notably the presence of ~'typically
gymnospermous" secondary tissues), but they
l a c k some additional derived features characteristic of seed plants [in particular, the "seed"
itself (Stein, 1982)].
In both cases, it is safe to say that no amount
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of comparative morphology, based on living
taxa, would have allowed us to predict the
fossil forms. Yet, the fossils allow us to
construct a coherent pattern of morphological
diversification and systematic relationships
which includes much of what we have learned
from comparisons of living plants. This is a
strong argument for using a combined approach.
Sometimes, however, fossil evidence complicates what, based on the study of living plants,
might be considered a simple pattern of character evolution and relationship (contra Patterson, 1981; see also Doyle and Donoghue, 1986b).
For example, two of the most significant
features for proposing states in the seed plant
clade, based on living plants, are "seed"
reproduction, and "eustelic" (or further derived) architecture of the primary vascular
system of leafy shoots. Although these features
appear unproblematical in the cladistics of
living plants (see how they map, for instance,
on Figs.9 and ll), an analysis of their distribution within the Lyginopteridales and Progymnospermopsida suggests otherwise (Fig.12).
When "seed" and "eustele" are structured as
the derived states in simple 2-state cladistic
characters for a representative study group
(Fig.12, A, B), the resultant characters are
found to be incompatible (Fig.12, C). Possible
resolutions of the cycle (see text and Fig.16,
below) suggest several alternative phylogenetic hypotheses implying fundamentally different things about the origin of seed plants. In
instances like these, the relationship between
predictions of ancestral morphology from living forms, and direct evidence from fossils
should be clear: in the spirit of the card player
(ultimate source unknown), "a peek is worth
two finesses".

Form taxa
As noted above, the fragmentary nature of
paleontological evidence, recognized by all, is
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Fig.12. Analysis of "seed" and "eustele" features as
derived states in the progymnosperm seed plant clade.
Key to taxa: CO = members of the Coniferales; C A = Callistophyton; L Y = Lyginopteris; S T = Stenomyelon; H E = Heterangium; A R = A r c h a e o p t e r i s ; T E = T e t r a x y l o p t e r i s ; T R =
Triloboxylon; P R = P r o t o p t e r i d i u m . A. 2-state cladistic

character in which the presence of "seed" characterizes
the derived state, and "pteridophytic reproduction" [a
feature of the progymnosperms (see Bonamo, 1975)]
characterizes the primitive state. B. 2-state cladistic
character in which the presence of the gymnospermous
"eustele" or stelar systems judged to be derived from the
eustele [like the stelar system of monocots (Beck et al.,
1983)] characterize the derived state, and "protostele"
characterizes the primitive state. C. Cycle showing incompatibility of cladistic characters A and B.

used by some to deny it a place in phylogenetic
analysis. The argument runs something like
the following:
Fossil taxa are usually based on fewer, and
often greatly different, characters than are
taxa derived from living specimens. In living
plants, as opposed to fossil ones, we have
access, at least in theory, to all parts of the
organism, and all aspects of the life cycle. As a
consequence, taxa erected from fossils are not
just sometimes (or always) weaker with regard
to the evidence supporting them, they are, in
fact, fundamentally different and more limited
in concept.
I believe this view to be poorly formed and
unnecessarily restrictive, but surprisingly, in
slightly modified form the argument seems to

Fig.ll. Summary view of phylogenetic relationships between major seed plant groups based on a cladistic analysis of
representative fossil and living taxa using 38 characters in one of two suggested coding schemes. See Crane (1985) for details.
(Reprinted from Crane, 1985; by permission of Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden).
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count some paleobotanists among its strongest
proponents (e.g., Bonamo, 1975; Hughes, 1976;
Rothwell and Warner, 1984; Trivett and Rothwell, 1985). In order to make clear what they
believe can be inferred about phylogenetic
relationship and other biological matters using
fossils, these authors stress the distinction
between "taxonomic" or "biological" taxa on
the one hand, which they conceive to be
presently, or once living, "whole plants" with
biological/phylogenetic significance, versus
"form", or "organ", or "morphological" taxa,
on the other hand, which they believe do not
have significance. Initially, I interpreted these
arguments as simply expressing what is known
about taxa as a matter of degree (e.g., Rothwell,
1985), using the "form" or "biological" taxon
categories as a means of providing a general
estimate of how useful taxa are likely to be in
relation to biological and phylogenetic questions. Indeed, I have employed the term "form
taxon" in just this way (Stein, 1981, 1982), an
inefficient usage, at best, which should be
discontinued. Recent statements (Rothwell and
Warner, 1984; Trivett and Rothwell, 1985),
however, have tended more clearly toward an
absolute distinction, that is, one of kind rather
than degree.
A distinction-in-kind implies t h a t there is a
defensible criterion b'y which membership in
"biological" versus "form" taxa may be judged.
However, in no case has there been an explicit
attempt to provide such a criterion under this
view. The mere formalism of whether a taxon
can be assigned to a family or not provided by
the International Code of Nomenclature (Voss
et al., 1983; see Trivett and Rothwell, 1985) is
clearly unsuitable for this purpose. In fossil
plants containing several definable organs
systems such as "stem", "leaf", "root", and
"seed", it might seem reasonable to test for a
"biological" taxon-as-kind by insisting on positive evidence of morphology from each major
organ system. However, defining what constitutes an "organ system" is a major conceptual
problem in plants, and it is important to realize
that regardless of the definition proposed,
most, if not all, fossil taxa treated as "biologi-

cal" by most of us will fail the test. In these
cases, we might be tempted to restrict the
severity of the test to only a partial set of
definable organ systems. For instance, to be
considered "biological", we might insist that a
particular taxon include positive evidence of
"fertile" but not necessarily "vegetative" morphology, or "stem" plus "leaf" but not necessarily "root". However, defining any partial set
implies assessing the relative systematic importance of some organ systems compared to
others in specific groups, or in plants as a
whole. Such assessments would be a priori or,
at best, based on only the most tenuous claims
to support by evidence.
This state of affairs might be considered
reason enough to consider all taxa derived
from fossils as "form" taxa, and only presently
living plants as "biological" taxa-as-kind (the
original proposition). However, it should be
recognized that most, if not all, living plant
taxa fail the strict test as well. Although, in
theory, any aspect of a living plant can be
studied for use in systematics, in practice, only
a small portion of the phenotype is ever
assessed and, as in fossils, there is the definite
problem of non-equivalence of information. In
countering, it might be argued that one can
always re-study living specimens in order to
learn whatever one may wish to know about
them. However, this becomes important only if
there is a corresponding absolute limit on what
may potentially become known from fossils.
Although there are obvious practical difficulties in the study of fossils compared with that
of living plants, no one has provided a convincing argument for why such a limit-in-principle
should exist.
Until one does so, I prefer to remain optimistic about what might ultimately become known
about fossil taxa. I do so primarily in order to
avoid prejudicing myself against looking for
new ways to draw biologically meaningful
inferences from fossil evidence. It is imperative
under such a view that all taxa be considered
hypotheses of biology, supported to a greater or
lesser degree by evidence, and subject to
modification when better evidence becomes
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available. Even traditional "form" taxa, such as
Dadoxylon, Stigmaria, Amyelon, or Dolerotheca
(the latter's "form" or "biological" status under
the code depending on the relatively unimportant decision to recognize the family Medullosaceae in addition to the order Medullosales),
must be considered hypotheses of "whole plants"
[For a substantially similar view, see Schopf
(1978)]. Characters useful in phylogenetic
analysis may be extracted from these taxa (see,
for instance, Millay and Taylor, 1979; Stidd,
1981; Crane and Manchester, 1982; Doyle et al.,
1982) although, of course, what they by themselves are able to suggest about relationships is
somewhat limited.

Evidence of age
The ability of paleontologists to deliver
scientifically rigorous age estimates for systematics and other purposes, has been the
focus of much recent discussion (Paul, 1982;
Behrensmeyer and Schindel, 1983). I shall not
attempt a summary here, but two important
points relevant to phylogenetic analysis require at least some comment.
First, after more than 150 years of study, the
assertion that individual fossil specimens are
at least potentially observed in a well-corroborated stratigraphic framework must be considered beyond reproach. The difficulty remains, however, in estimating completeness
and resolution of stratigraphic evidence and,
in phylogenetic analysis, converting age estimates from single specimens into age estimates
for states, or for entire, biologically conceived,
paleontological taxa (see also Harper, 1980).
Much of the problem with the latter results
from difficulty in deciding what, in view of
limits to resolution, constitutes at least reasonable grounds for accepting working definitions
of both states and taxa in any analysis. Thus,
the problem is larger than simply one of
assigning age. It is clear that the total number
of datable specimens, the inferred biology of
the taxa, and some understanding of the
processes of sediment deposition, are important factors in providing accurate estimates.

In addition, the time-scale in which such
estimates are made also appears significant
(Gingerich, 1983).
Second, simply demonstrating by argument
(e.g., Eldredge and Cracraft, 1980, pp.55-58),
or even by evidence, that age estimates of
states or taxa provided by fossils may err in
certain circumstances, is insufficient grounds
for casting doubt on the utility of the entire
line of evidence. The possibility of error is
something we simply have to accept in nearly
every aspect of phylogenetic analysis. As
indicated previously, characters are especially prone to error. Yet no one, so far as I am
aware, seriously advocates abandoning all
characters simply because some might be in
error.
In what follows, I suggest two distinct ways
age estimates from fossils impinge on phylogenetic analysis: at the level of "states" in
structuring cladistic characters, and at the
level of "taxa" in converting cladograms into
historically meaningful phylogenetic hypotheses.

Age of states
When using fossil evidence, the estimates of
relative age of states is probably an essential
element in making reasonable proximity and
polarity assessments for use in structuring
cladistic characters (Fig.l, leading to box D).
Several cladists (Schaeffer et al., 1972; Patterson, 1977; Nelson, 1978; Wiley, 1981), have
pointed out the danger of using relative age
alone in making these estimates. However, the
position taken by some of them, attempting to
exclude all reference to age in structuring
characters, seems equally extreme (Harper,
1976) and, to a degree, off the mark. In the
recursive world of phylogenetic analysis,
where prior assessment plays such an important role, it is not reasonable to assume that an
absolute distinction between these kinds of
evidence can always be made, or that the two
kinds of evidence, even when recognized, can
be separated from each other.
For example, in considering the origin of the
Sphenopsida (Stein et al., 1984), three cladistic
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c h a racter s were proposed (Fig.13), based on a
survey of available evidence linking fossil and
living members of this group with fossil taxa
judged to be possible ancestors. The entire
study group ranged in age from Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous. In this work,
proximity and polarity relations were estimated using standard outgroup comparison,
with the T r i m e r o p h y t i n a (in particular, the
genus P s i l o p h y t o n ) as the outgroup, and no
explicit reference was made to the different
ages of the states. However, the choice of
T r i m e r o p h y t i n a as the outgroup, justifiable on
several grounds, is hardly unrelated to age
assessments of morphologies of early vascular
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we might have done better to explicitly incorporate age arguments for the states here as
well, although I have no reason to believe that
doing so would necessarily alter the result in
this case. The only other approach to the
problem is to dis-allow use of the Trimerophytina (and any other fossil taxon) as the outgroup. However, given the influence fossils
have on our view of character evolution and the
origin of groups (see above; Doyle and Donoghue, 1986b), simply ignoring evidence can not
be the answer. When fossils afford us the luxury
of age information, an explicit as possible
combination of outgroup analysis and ordering
by relative age seems the correct route to take.

Age of taxa
Even when one makes explicit use of relative
age of states in structuring cladistic characters
from fossils, not all age information is utilized.
The remainder is available for use in a
different way (Fig.l, leading to box F). This is
best illustrated by a hypothetical example
(Figs.14 and 15). Suppose we have information
for the states of two cladistic characters, A and
B, based on a study group, taxa 1-6, ranging in
age from Lower Devonian through Triassic
(Fig.14). Using outside criteria, such as out-
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Fig.15. Analysis of phylogenetic relationships of taxa 1-6
based on character information and age estimates derived
from Fig.15. A, B. 2-state cladistic characters polarized in
part by reference to age estimates for states. C. Cladogram
resulting from a combination of compatible cladistic
characters A and B. D. Phylogenetic hypothesis based on
C, but consistent with age estimates for entire taxa.

group analysis, plus ordering by age of the
states (Fig.14), polarity for each two-state
cladistic character might be estimated as
shown (Fig.15, A-B). The cladistic characters
in this example turn out to be compatible, and
may be combined in a straight-forward manner
(Fig.15, C).
In terms of interpreting phylogenetic history, what is the resulting cladogram (Fig.15,
C) supposed to mean? I have suggested above
that cladistic characters should be considered
limited phylogenetic hypotheses ]limited "phylogenetic trees +'' of Eldredge (1979)] in their
own right. They are ~'phylogenetic hypotheses" in the sense that they are intended to be
taken literally as estimates of phylogenetic
history, but are "limited" because these estimates are based solely on those aspects of
morphology and age which can be fitted into
the structure of cladistic characters. A cladogram derived deductively from a set of cladistic
characters is surely more resolved, but has
essentially the same conceptual status. It has
only limited historical significance. At the very
least, we should attempt to view this result in
as precise a historical context as possible.
Following arguments similar to Eldredge
(1979) and Fisher (1981), it might be reasonable
to consider the cladogram as a kind of shorthand notation specifying a set of possible
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phylogenetic hypotheses (Fig.l, box F) consistent with the cladistic characters. This set
includes not only phylogenetic hypotheses
isomorphic with the cladogram, but also hypotheses involving variations on the basic tree
structure itself allowing us to consider different branch lengths, any number of hypothetical intermediates, and more explicit assertions about taxa not fully resolved by the
cladistic characters (for example, resolving
taxon 1 from 2; 3 from 4; 5 from 6 in Figs.14 and
15). Our job at this point is to evaluate this set
for historical plausibility. It is important to
note that within this set, some phylogenetic
hypotheses, such as a straight-line evolution
for taxa 1 - 6 (isomorphic with Fig.15, C), even
though consistent with the age estimates for
states, nevertheless, still contradict age estimates for the whole taxa. In view of this fact, it
seems reasonable to exclude these hypotheses
and accept instead a subset of phylogenetic
hypotheses, implied by the summary in Fig.15,
D, as representing our actual views of phylogeny. Other, more complicated hypotheses
involving additional hypothetical intermediates are also plausible, requiring that we adopt
a parsimonous approach to our use of this
evidence (Harper, 1980; D.C. Fisher, pers.
comm., 1986; Doyle et al., 1982). Although there
is, at present, a danger of constructing ad hoc
rationale for what, in reality, constitutes a
conflict between our age and cladistic estimates, arguments like these are sound, but
more work toward explicit methods is needed.
In a related line of inquiry, I find particularly exciting the potential use of age estimates
in judging the historical plausibility of alternative formulations of state, proximity, and
polarity for pairs of cladistic characters known
to conflict. For example, consider the conflict
between the "seed" and "stele" characters
diagrammed in Fig.12. The conflict may be
analyzed by considering possible resolutions of
the cycle involving small numbers of parallelisms or reversals to account for the distribution of features observed in taxa of the study
group (Fig.16). A proposed resolution of this
kind modifies state(s) and, as a consequence,

Fig.16. Simple resolutions of the cycle in Fig.12, and
resulting cladograms. For a key to taxa, see Fig.12.
A. Proposed parallelism in the "stele" character (Fig.12,
character B) suggesting that the eustele in Archaeopteris
and in seed plants are of independent origin; consistent
with the phylogenetic hypothesis of Rothwell (1982).
B. Proposed parallelisms in both "stele", and "seed"
(Fig.12, characters A and B), suggesting independent
origins of eusteles (except for CO, same as above), and
independent origins of the seed in coniferophytic versus
cycadophytic gymnosperms; consistent with the phylogenetic hypothesis of Beck (1981). C. Proposed reversal in the
"stele" character suggesting that protosteleic seed plants
are derived from eustelic seed plants; see Beck and Stein
(1985). D. Proposed parallelism in the "seed" character
suggesting independent origin of the seed in protostelic
seed ferns on the one hand, and in all other seed plants on
the other; except for the placement of Heterangium,
consistent with the phylogenetic hypothesis of Meyen
(1984). E. Proposed reversal in the seed character suggesting a seed plant origin for Archaeopteris.

also
one
that
the

proximity and polarity relations in at least
of the cladistic characters, but in ways
preserve some of our intent in suggesting
characters in the first place. A set of
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cladograms, resulting from considering several
possible resolutions of the cycle, may be
generated (Fig.16). This set is interesting
because some cladograms suggest phylogenetic
hypotheses already in the literature (Fig.16, A,
B), whereas others suggest alternatives, perhaps, deserving further consideration (Fig.16,
C-E). We may wish to reject some cladograms,
or phylogenetic hypotheses, on the grounds
that parallelisms or reversals in some features
are more (or less) likely t h a n in others. These
arguments stand or fall on whatever evidence
one might have to back up the claims, in many
cases not much. Judging the historical plausibility of the cladograms based on age, however,
seems to be of some assistance in evaluating
these alternative character formulations.
Three cladograms (Fig.16, A, B, D), viewed
directly as phylogenetic hypotheses, are consistent with stratigraphic evidence for whole
taxa (Fig.17). One cladogram (Fig.16, C) implies a set of phylogenetic hypotheses that is
only partially consistent. Only phylogenetic
hypotheses which remove the {CO, CA, LY}
state from the main line, and replace it with a
hypothetical intermediate, are viable. The
remaining cladogram (Fig.16, E) implies a set
of phylogenetic hypotheses all of which conflict with stratigraphic evidence. The resolved
cycle suggests that Archaeopteris arose from
some seed plant. However, Archaeopteris significantly predates not only seed plants of the
study group, but also any credible evidence
whatsoever of seed plants in Devonian sediments (Banks, 1981).

Ancestors and descendants
The use of fossils in phylogenetic analysis
tends to emphasize a fact t h a t is generally true
for all biological taxa, namely t h a t they are, or
were, the actual participants in the evolutionary patterns and processes we are trying to
understand. It is imperative that we adopt an
approach to taxa in phylogenetic analysis that
recognizes this fact. As a result, I suggest that
the very specific and very important concepts
of candidate for ancestor and candidate for
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Fig.17. Age estimates for taxa analyzed in Figs.12 and 16,
plotted on a generalized geological time scale from early
Middle Devonian to late Permian. For a key to taxa, see
Fig.12. (Ageestimatesderived from Read, 1937;Beck, 1957,
1976; Banks, 1966, 1980; Rothwell, 1975, 1982; Shadle and
Stidd, 1975; Bonamo, 1977; Taylor and Millay, 1981;
Schweitzer and Matten, 1982;Stein et al., 1983;Scott et al.,
1984).

descendant have a vital role to play in nearly
every aspect of the formulation of phylogenetic
hypotheses.
Cladists, in general, have been hesitant to
treat the possibility of identifying ancestors.
To a large extent, their reluctance is due to
difficulties in notation (i.e., being able to
unambiguously represent the relationship
within a traditional Hennigian "argumentation scheme" or similar system; Hull, 1980).
They are also put off by the long history of
imprecision and misuse of these concepts in
phylogenetic work (Patterson, 1981; Forey,
1982). These problems, although serious, are by
no means insurmountable. Several cladists
have suggested a more fundamental problem,
however, when they term the ancestordescendant relationship an "unfalsifiable" or
"weakly falsifiable" concept (Engelmann and
Wiley, 1977; Gaffney, 1979). According to this
view, specific taxa, even if well-known morphologically and temporally, can never be demonstrated with certainty to belong to the relationship. The recommendation has been, therefore,
to abandon the search for the ancestors (and
often with it, the use of fossils), and concentrate instead on sister groups or set relations
supported by "synapomorphies" and inter-
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preted, only if one wishes, as having historical
significance (Patterson, 1982; Brady, 1985).
Although some cladists (e.g., Wiley, 1981,
p.107) have recently tempered their views as a
result of criticism directed at both the logic
and empirical content of their arguments
(Szalay, 1977; Hull, 1979, 1980; Cartmill, 1981),
suspicion of ancestors remains widespread.
The failure to treat the ancestor-descendant
relationship explicitly in a cladistic method
represents an attempt to "solve" a significant
methodological problem by choosing to ignore
it. If we accept at least some basic tenets of
Darwinian theory, in particular the concept of
descent with modification, then it appears that
the ancestor-descendant relationship constitutes a fundamental aspect of phylogeny to be
"discovered" by any method. The failure of a
particular method to address the relationship
is, as a result, to be considered a weakness of
the method (Hull, 1980). Some argue, however,
that there is no place for evolutionary theory
in the conceptual framework of methods for
discovering "patterns" in nature (Patterson,
1982; Brady, 1983, 1985). This view seemingly
obviates consideration of the ancestor-descendant relationship, but unfortunately, it also
sacrifices any claim for the utility of particular
methods employed (cladistic versus phenetic,
for instance) as well as any claim for relevance
of the pattern "discovered" to biological questions.
In the view presented here, the concepts of
candidate for ancestor and candidate for descendant stand in the same relationship to
empirical evidence as do other phylogenetic
hypotheses. The requirement of demonstration
for the relationship, in a deductive sense as
suggested above, is clearly unnecessary. Fossil
and living specimens provide evidence that
certain morphologies out of a large range of
theoretical possibilities actually existed in the
history of life. Fossils, in addition, provide
estimates of age for taxa and states. From this,
hypotheses of ancestor-descendant relationship may be constructed. Like other phylogenetic hypotheses, there is always the possibility for error. With additional empirical

dence, however, it may be possible to detect
these errors or, otherwise, estimate the relative confidence with which we hold certain
views. Arguments involving the ancestordescendant relationship, like those covering
other phylogenetic hypotheses, are partly addressed by the hypothetico-deductive, or
"strong inference" (Platt, 1964) format: A
certain biologically conceived taxon, either
because of observed morphology or evidence of
age, can with some confidence be ruled out as
the ancestor of another. Repeated failure in
attempts to falsify, leaves one with an excellent candidate for ancestor and an empirical
base for what, in fact, we really wish to know.

S u m m a r y and c o n c l u s i o n s
In this review, few ideas can be claimed as
totally new. Some instances where I deviate
from "common" or "accepted" views, however,
are summarized in the following paragraphs.
The idea of a formal analogy between what
we do in phylogenetic analysis, and recursive
functions in mathematics, has been suggested
obliquely in several sources but, to my knowledge, has never been given explicit statement.
The analogy has much to offer. Certainly, the
distinction between circular reasoning and
repetitive analysis, the hallmark of recursion,
is a fundamental one to make. Studies of
computation and artificial intelligence, moreover, suggest that we must not underestimate
the power of recursive processes, not only in
the complexity they generate, but also the
unpredictability of result. Biologists should
take note. The "fit" of recursion with innumerable "feed-back" processes, and even cognitive
activities like "reciprocal illumination" (Hennig, 1966), is likely to be a close one.
Despite claims to the contrary and much
discussion, "Popperian" systematists have not
solved the long-standing "Problem of Induction". This view is by no means new here.
However, with the spread of more explicit
methods and, perhaps more importantly, the
increasingly common use of the computer (and
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associated massive " d a t a " sets) in systematics,
it is more essential than ever that we consider
carefully the "logic" of what we are trying to
do. We must be explicit about which assertions
are considered evidence for particular phylogenetic views (i.e., the premises of deductive or
inductive arguments leading to phylogenies),
and which others constitute interpretation (the
conclusions of deduction or induction from a
given phylogenetic viewpoint). I suggest here
that the relationship between cladistic characters and the cladogram should be considered a
straightforward deductive step. Those who
suggest a more complicated arrangement (and
there are many) must distinguish their method
from trivial restructuring of characters in the
face of conflict.
By far the most important aspects of any
cladistic analysis are the assessments of biology and available evidence t h a t serve as the
premise for a phylogenetic view. This assertion
is certainly not new, but tends to be underemphasized in some cladistic studies. Proposing a formal and explicit structure to cladistic
characters along the lines suggested here
allows one to scrutinize and debate in detail at
least some aspects of the evidence base. When
phylogenetic estimates conflict (as is often the
case), we must recognize the conflict as such
and be willing to consider the plausibility of
alternative formulations. We must not allow
ad hoc measures, offered "for simplicity's
sake", to make the important decisions for us.
When available, fossils have an indispensable, although not authoritarian, role to play
in phylogenetic analysis. Fossils provide evidence of morphology simply not available by
other means. Everything we observe in fossils,
however, must be subject to biological interpretation. In phylogenetic analysis, there
seems to be little justification for the common
paleobotanical practice of distinguishing
"form" from "biological" taxa. Paleobotanists
might do well to reconsider whether the
practice serves any purpose at all.
Because of recursion in our science, reference to age, much maligned by some cladists, is
probably unavoidable when using fossil mater-

ial. This is not necessarily a handicap, but
must be acknowledged and properly managed.
I suggest that age estimates from fossils input
into phylogenetic analysis in at least two
distinct ways. The first is in proposing historically plausible ordering for "states" of individual cladistic characters. The second involves trying to visualize the historical context
of a cladogram by considering the set of
specific phylogenetic hypotheses for biologically conceived taxa that it represents. There
is room for more explicit methods here, but in
order to take full advantage of the historical
significance of fossils, attempts in this direction must be made.
Finally, if our purpose in doing phylogenetic
analysis is to help answer evolutionary questions, then we should be unwilling to accept
any phylogenetic method that stops short of
treating realistically the ancestor-descendant
relationship. Armed with the concepts of
"candidate for ancestor" and "candidate for
descendant", I suggest that the relationship is
addressed in the same way as all other
phylogenetic hypotheses. One may never be
able to offer absolute proof that one taxon is
ancestral to another. However, we must attempt to state clearly, in terms of character
evidence or age, why certain taxon-pairs are
unlikely to belong to the relationship.
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